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Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra’s European Tour 2013
Our Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (PSO) is currently on a European Festivals Tour through the countries
of Austria, Germany, France, Romania and Switzerland. Members of the orchestra are doing
a fabulous job of using technology and social media to help make those of us here at home in the ‘Burgh
feel like we’re right along with them on the adventure. Make sure to check the Wonderaddo Extended
Learning section at the end of this post for ways to join the virtual trip across Europe.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra on the flight
to Paris to begin their European Tour via PSO

Musicians Facebook

The musicians are posting blogs of their experiences in each country as well as behind-the-scenes photos
and videos of event locations and performance preparations.
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Violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter warming up before the concert in
Frankfurt, Germany via PSO Facebook

Concertmaster Noah Bendix-Balgley having fun before the
concert in Paris, France via PSO Facebook

They are even posting pictures of some sightseeing adventures and traditional foods they have throughout
the tour.
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Biking along the Danube River north of Vienna, Austria
via PSO Facebook

Traditional food from Switzerland via PSO Facebook

In addition to the PSO play-by-play of the tour, we can follow along with WQED’s Jim Cunningham who is
accompanying the tour. Jim hosts the WQED-FM Morning Show and the weekly PSO broadcasts. He has
been a travel correspondent for more than 20 PSO world tours! He is blogging regularly, posting pictures
and doing radio interviews which are available on WQED’s website as audio on demand if you don’t catch
them live. The WQED photo gallery is great for sharing with your children. The pictures let them do some
virtual sightseeing to experience parts of the culture of each of the countries on the tour – through food,
native language on signs, landmarks and local architecture.
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Follow the PSO tour blog to hear from the musicians themselves about the what it’s like to be on
tour.

Check out both the main PSO Facebook page and the PSO Musicians Facebook page for photos and
videos from the tour.

Read Jim Cunningham’s travel correspondent blog and don’t miss looking through the WQED photo
gallery.  It’s one of the best ways to feel like you are right there on tour with the orchestra.

The very best way to join in the adventure may be these audio reports from the tour, which include
clips from the performances and interviews with the musicians and staff.

Concert posters at the Tonhalle in Düsseldorf, Germany via WQED photo gallery

Pastries from a bakery in Paris, France via WQED photo gallery
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Japanese Sakura Festival
July 1, 2013
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